]THYG(J, I]UEPryco's STANDARD Day Tanks are available
in either a U/L Listed (Label #142) or a basic
(non-U/L Listed) design. In addition to the
standard features listed below, U/L Listed
tanks have additional internal reinforcement,
an emergency vent properly sized to the tank,
and a U/L Listed label (File #MH12807 Aboveground Tank for Flammable Liquids).
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Standard features include:
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Removable 6/z' Square Inspection Plate
w/Gasket
Fuel Level Gauge
Heavy Duty Float Switch
"P ress-to-Test" Switch
"Pump Running" Indicator Light
Four - 1" NPT Threaded Pipe Connections
One - 2" NPT Threaded Pipe Connection
for Tank Vent
Tank Drain (Sized To Tank Capacity)
1/3 hp thermally protected, 120vac, 1 ph,
60h2, motor
2 gpm bronze gear pump w/stainless steel
shafts
Lift Lugs (on tanks 50 gallons and over)
Removable toP cover
Epoxy coating inside
Pryco (medium) Gray exterior paint (or an
industrial color of choice)

DOUBLE WALL TANKS

A totally enclosed outer shell may be added
resulting in a double wall construction' Both
the inner and the outer tanks are vented
separately and are pressure tested at 5 psi.

When enclosing a U/L Listed day tank, an
additional emergency vent is added to the
outer tank the same size as the inner tank.
(The U/L Listing is "Secondary Containment
Aboveground Tank for Flammable Liquids",
File MH12807.)

Day Tanks with a capacity of 25 gallons and
more have all threaded connections located
on the tank top (except the overflow, drains,
and the double wall vent). The inner tank
drain is piped through the outer shell.

Pryco Tanks are fabricated of heavy gauge
steel by certified welders. Each tank complies
with NFPA 30 and is tested to 5 Psi.
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Shown to the right is a
25-gallon, U/L Listed,
single-wall Standard
Day Tank (PY25UL)
with an optional #465
U/L Listed Enclosed
lndustrial Control
Panel,
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BASINS

ntt Oav Tanks can be set in a Rupture Basin
(open top dike), including a tank with double
wall construction. See Option 385 for sizes.

A Double Wall or a Rupture Basin may

be

equipped with an optional Leak Detector that

will shut down the pump motor, turn on an
alarm light and provide contacts for a remote
signal- Options 295 and 395.
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Weatheroroof versions are also available.
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